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Introduction

The editors had to make significant adjustments to this abridged version of IMEMO’s annual
‘Russia and the World’ forecast published in early January 2020. However, none of the numerous
forecasts published until March 2020 had been anywhere close to considering, among the potential
‘black swan’ factors, the global scenario caused by COVID-19. No one had anticipated the scale of
the pandemic and its consequences for the world economy and trade, including the fall in oil prices
and the reaction of financial markets.

Challenges and risks of 2020

As of mid-April 2020, the majority of experts and politicians in the world define the situation as a
global crisis, potentially the deepest one since the Great Depression and World War II. Forecasts
on the timing and pace of recovery of the world economy and trade and the largest national
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economies post-COVID-19 differ significantly. The reports on China are disappointing – in Jan-
uary to March 2020 alone, the country’s GDP fell by 6.8% year-on-year.

In June 2020, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) has downgraded its assessment of the
Russian economy’s fall in 2020 to 6.6% instead of the 5.5% it predicted in April. Russia’s GDP
growth in 2021 is estimated at 4.1%. (Interfax, 2020). Almost the same 6% estimates a possible
decline in Russia’s GDP in 2020, although growth of 2.7% in 2021 the World Bank (RIA, 2020).
Deutsche Bank in July 2020 even improved the forecast for the decline of the Russian economy to
5.5–6% against 6–7% earlier on the background of the gradual opening of the economy after the
spread of the coronavirus (Deutsche Bank, 2020)

Russian official forecasts are more optimistic. In 2020, the Central Bank of Russia expects a
decrease in GDP by 4–6%, the Ministry of economic development – by 5%, with growth in 2021
by 2.8–4.8% and 3.2%, respectively (Interfax, 2020).

As the pandemic grows, the chances of a V-exit out of the crisis in 2020 have diminished, and the
prospect of an L-exit scenario look more realistic. The corona shock revealed that most countries of
the world were not ready to manage a large-scale pandemic and that many last decade solutions
‘optimizing’ healthcare systems, including those in Russia, have proven mistaken. The public health
factor will be the principle driver of post-shock economic development worldwide and in Russia.

All recovery trajectories assume the pandemic shock is not accompanied by a geopolitical, geo-
economic or military–political crisis or conflict, which cannot be ruled out, for example, in the
Middle East region or in the Asia pacific. Nobody did foresee the BLM riots in the US, explosion
in Beirut or massive opposition protests in Belarus.

The question that everyone must ask in the second half of 2020 is – how much will the world
change? As we overcome the crisis, will the principle trends of recent years continue, the most
important of which are the growth of economic and foreign policy nationalism and nativism, and
the collapse of global governance in all areas – from arms control to trade relations. Will the
corona crisis lead to a return to preceding patterns of consolidated world development or a revival
of nationally orientated politics?

Against the background of the corona crisis, IMEMO believes that several bifurcation points
for future world development have crystallized in 2020.

The first bifurcation point concerns the principles underwriting global order. Although
some views suggest that following a pandemic-induced Depression, ‘the world will enter a phase
of ultra-globalism’(Ermolaev, 2020), the most likely outcome sets consolidation + ‘smart’
globalization + integration against the dominance of national political and economic interests
disregarding and/or harming global ones. In exaggerated terms, this would amount to a ‘Trum-
pisation’ of world politics and economics, a continuing decadence in global governance and the
accelerating destruction of its instruments in all spheres. The ‘global truce’ proposed by E Macron
against the corona-shock background can hardly be considered a long-term trend, since leaders
will only support such a global truce while they turn their fire on tackling coronavirus within their
own domestic context (The Times, 2020)

The second bifurcation point is political and ideological. Of particular concern to societies in
both the West and Russia is the close monitoring of citizens and the prospect of its preservation
after the crisis – the problem of Orwellian surveillance becoming permanent. Will it be possible to
find an appropriate balance between governance and control, on the one hand, and democratic
freedoms, on the other?

The third bifurcation point is socio-economic and financial. And here, along with global, ideally
consolidated solutions, the key question will be the degree to which the economic strategies of
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nation states (or unions like the EU) are able to overcome the crisis and form a new social contract
that takes into account post-crisis realities.

In any case, it is now clear that the pandemic will drag on for some time, and some scientists
suggest a second wave may occur in autumn, so predictions about trends in global development
must be significantly caveated. Despite the above, the course of events does not negate but
confirms a number of basic conclusions of IMEMO’s forecast in early 2020:

� uncertainty about economic and sociopolitical development is growing;
� the world economy is evolving under the influence of rising geopolitical tensions;
� social inequality and protest will increase against the background of the economic crisis

caused by COVID-19 and will be accompanied by a sharp increase in unemployment and
widespread economic losses, especially in medium and small businesses;

� the synergy of crisis phenomena (e.g. pandemic, fall in oil prices; a potential aggravation of
the migration crisis in Europe, and other natural disasters such as earthquakes in the Med-
iterranean that may occur against this background) aggravates their consequences and
expands them to a global scale;

� increasing pressure on international institutions, exposing insufficient integration and coor-
dination to resolve critical and new problems;

� a general trend towards re-nationalization, and the pursuit of national interests, including
economic ones, to the detriment of global security;

� this is aggravated by the politicization of events, and the destabilizing spread of fake news;
� increasing competition between states in the economic, military and ideological spheres;
� deepening of a crisis of the liberal democracy model;
� openly pragmatic international ‘alliances of interests’ are becoming increasingly common;
� economic protectionism has become a key component of American foreign policy; market

protection is also embedded in the new EU industrial strategy (Belov, 2020);
� a more confrontational US strategy is forcing China to pay more attention to cooperation

with Russia;
� Russia will have to build a balancing strategy with China and other partners;
� against this background, a rapprochement between China and the EU cannot be ruled out.

Serious, but probably temporary, adjustments were made by the crisis to our forecast that, due
to the volatility in the oil global market, environmental and climate issues would take more of a
back seat in the nearest future. At the end of 2019, in the epoch before the corona crisis, J Stiglitz
(2019) suggest that: If the 2008 financial crisis did not make us realize that unregulated markets are
not working, then the climate crisis would definitely do it. This warning is clearly applicable to the
corona crisis, which will increase focus on environmental issues.

Another significant deviation from our forecast is that the corona shock, starting in March, has
to some extent removed what we termed the ‘battle for war’, which had been unfolding in late
2019, from the 2020 agenda. Here we were referring to the differences in interpretations of the
history of World War II, in the year of its 75th anniversary, which threatened to aggravate relations
between Russia and the West. A result of the corona crisis has been to force politicians to focus on
today, drawing out the sting from these historical debates.

The events of 2020 may have also supressed manifestation of other new factors that will
determine the future development of the world economy. But the principle risks are likely to be the
same – primarily tied to trade wars and geopolitical conflicts.
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External risks for the Russian economy remain. The corona crisis will not lead to the lifting of
the sanctions regime. The adaptation of the Russian economy to sanctions may reduce its vul-
nerability to the economic recession/crisis caused by COVID-19 in comparison with other
countries. However, the shock caused by the drop in demand for oil, following a sharp decline in
global production and trade during the pandemic, will have a clear negative impact, confirming
once again the need to restructure and reduce Russian national dependence on energy exports.

Russia’s economic position in the world will largely depend on the choice of its socio-economic
strategy in the post-COVID-19 environment. The same will apply to the dynamics of the domestic
political situation in Russia. Against the background of the crisis, the referendum on changes to the
Russian Constitution which had been scheduled for 22nd April was postponed, and the amend-
ments confirmed on 1 July 2020. The transfer of powers and responsibility for containing the
pandemic and supporting the population, from Moscow to the regions, has somewhat changed the
political situation in the country. And the recovery from the crisis and the transition to economic
growth are predicted to start closer to 2024, when presidential elections are due to take place.

Emergency measures due to novel coronavirus will also affect the US economy and are likely to
influence the outcome of the elections. But China’s deterrence strategy will continue whoever
forms the next administration. The geopolitical scenarios forecast by IMEMO for 2020 are
unlikely to undergo major changes.

The publication of the IMEMO-2020 annual forecast, in the face of the corona crisis that broke
all existing forecasts, is nevertheless useful. Especially from the point of view of the fundamental
question raised above – whether the world will change, or whether we will see a continuation of
the trends described below in the summary of the forecast ‘Russia and the World: 2020’, originally
published at the beginning of January 2020.

Russia’s geopolitical world in 2020

In the IMEMO forecast, we wrote that a new ‘grid’ of global, regional and national threats and
challenges would begin to emerge in 2020.

The uncertainty of the 2010s has given way to negative certainty in the mid-term horizon of
2024–2025. Tension will increase at the global level, with an increased risk of conflict and
instability at the regional and national levels. This aggravates negative expectations, preventing the
establishment of trust and the achievement of mutually acceptable solutions and compromises.

The specificity of this new negative certainty is that it is global and objective, being a product
of wider development processes. Many of the new challenges and threats are existential (as now
evidenced by the COVID-19 crisis) and require consolidated long-term cooperation or even
altruistic decision-making, high levels of responsible self-restraint across populations, businesses
and governments – from local self-government to global Transnational Corporations (TNCs) and
the leadership of the world’s leading powers, for which the world community is not ready. This
was also demonstrated by the oil crisis in 2020.

Against the background of traditional geopolitical contradictions and conflicts, a complex of
problems related to climate change, technological development and social instability is coming to
the forefront of the international agenda. We expected that Washington’s orthodox unilateralism
would continue, at least until after the election, characterized by a willingness to withdraw from
international agreements and forums.

IMEMO predicted that the year 2020 would be a transition from the first phase of post-bipolar
breakdown, when some of the contours of the Cold War order were still preserved, to a period of
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searching for a new global format relevant to the challenges of the new time. A feature of this
period will be a combination of US attempts to reimpose a unipolar order and their increasing
rivalry for world leadership with China. In other words, a movement towards a new bipolarity. In
most regards, 2020 has already born out this prediction.

The duration of the upcoming phase will depend on the outcome of elections in the United
States, but not only on that. The emergence of a new format of world order will be determined by
the readiness for realistic thinking and pragmatic interaction between states in addressing global
and regional issues. This, in turn, will be influenced by the dynamics of the world economy and
trade, energy and other resource factors and problems of regional and subregional stability, which
have all been significantly influenced by the COVID-19 pandemic.

As if symbolizing the end of the post-Cold War era, 2020 was the year of 75th anniversaries –
the end of the Second World War, the Yalta Conference, which laid the foundation for the post-war
order, which was never formally revised, the 75th anniversary of the UN, 75 years since the
tragedy of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and 50 years since the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons has entered into force. IMEMO had predicted that the jubilee discourse would
revitalize and reinforce existing contestation over historical narratives.

Differences in interpretations of history, biased assessments and distortions created by new
media technologies – we predicted, will inevitably have an impact on international relations, and
especially relations with Russia. These issues had appeared in the last days of 2019, when V
Putin’s direct statement about the position of the Minister for Foreign Affairs of pre-war Poland on
the fate of Jews caused an extremely sharp reaction of Warsaw officials. We predicted that the
issue of World War II was likely to be a serious irritant in Russia’s relations with the West until
mid-2020. While the reality has been more muted than we expected, disputes over historical
interpretation remain very much alive in Europe and Asia.

Against this backdrop, the major events in 2020 are focussed on a new agenda: climate change,
social inequality and poverty and new technologies.

Global challenges

In 2020, we predicted that the problems arising out of the development of new technologies would
take shape as an independent global challenge. The new stage of international relations is char-
acterized by accelerating speed and scale of information dissemination, as well as random or
intentional injections of fake information. Technological shifts leading to fundamental changes in
the productive and social spheres require special sociopolitical support and training to help
societies overcome the emerging ‘desynchronization’ – the gap created by accelerating techno-
logical change between those who are ready for it and those who are not, those who are afraid to
lag behind and those who feel threatened by it. This has been illustrated by the experience of
forced telecommuting as a result of social distancing measures, along with the tens of thousands of
people who have already lost, or will soon lose, their jobs during the COVID-19 pandemic.

At the same time, the technological sphere is becoming the main arena for the international
struggle for leadership. China is forming a global legal and institutional framework for leadership
in future telecommunication network technologies. This has become an issue of significant con-
cern in both the United States and Europe.

We predicted that climate change would increasingly become one of the destabilizing factors of
world politics from the Arctic to Africa in 2020. There is a high probability of conflicts in the
Middle East on this basis. The upcoming changes in the global system of energy production and
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cargo transportation will intensify the struggle for the Arctic. Impacts on global food security are
already visible on the world’s agri-food map and in the export–import structure of food trade.

IMEMO predicted an increasing synergy of the environmental agenda with new protest
movements, resulting from growing social imbalances. We projected that this would become a
specific global challenge – threatening social and political stability at the national level. Protest
movements are increasingly linked to the ‘green’ movement. Their popular support is growing
rapidly, especially in Europe, as shown in the European Parliament elections. The rise of an
easily affected, sometimes naive, younger generation has become a global trend. Protest
movements, including radical elements and supported by youth, may become an increasingly
destabilizing domestic political force across diverse states. Green movements acting under the
slogan ‘don’t steal our future’, feed on wider populist protest sentiments which often lack
constructive programs. The position taken by such movements, ‘here and now at any cost’, we
predicted, could lead to the destabilization of societies and prevent them from searching for
consolidated solutions. The mobilisation of younger generations against the background of
growing populism in 2020, we predicted, would become a greater challenge for most countries
of the world, including Russia.

The gap in values between the elites and the younger generation has become a key factor in
political polarization, in the United States, for example. European elites have increasingly directed
the blame for societal challenges, including migration, onto Brussels, and are more likely to show
Euroscepticism. Young people, however, remain widely in favour of European integration
(Kucharczyk et al., 2017). These contradictory moods relate to a range of cultural trends, which led
to a rise in historical pessimism, or a loss of faith in the future. Analysing the reasons for the riots
of 2018–2019 in economically prosperous Paris, Hong Kong and Santiago, J Sachs argues that
they occur when ‘a sense of injustice begins to combine with a sense of reduced social mobility’.
The dangers attached to elites and governments losing touch with society and its sentiments appear
likely to increase.

The Russian elite and authorities are aware of the direct dependence of Russia’s success in
world politics, especially in the medium and long term, on qualitative improvement of the
domestic social and economic situation and maintaining the status of a technologically advanced
country.

Russia has the potential to act as a leader in solving climate problems. Consolidation of
responsible forces on the environmental platform (including France, Germany and China) might
allow for the formation of a new existential community that will unite interested countries with
different ethno-religious traditions, a kind of Noah’s Ark of the 21st century.

As the new grid or configuration of global challenges and threats is becoming increasingly
complex, demonstrating the weakness and inefficiency of global governance, such international
alliances of interest will become more important.

While significant uncertainties remain, particularly regarding the United States, on the main
regional tracks, IMEMO experts do not forecast in 2020 a sharp deviation from current trends in
the domestic political development of states and their foreign policy.

However, the general degradation of international legal regimes, including the arms control
system, the frozen state of the WTO, instability in the Middle East states, the uncertainty of the fate
of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) and acute social tensions in Iran, the activity
of a number of small states and non-systemic players, on the one hand, and the political field-
deforming nature of the information flow, on the other hand, we cannot completely rule out the
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emergence of further ‘black swan events’ that may further destabilize the international situation
(Taleb, 2007).

In geopolitical terms, the objectives that Russia faces are likely to acquire an even more
multicomponent and complex character.

Regional challenges, threats and opportunities

In 2020, under a positive scenario, we expected the beginning of a period of gradual if slow
restoration of working relations between Russia and Western countries. We expected the dynamics
of normalization to partly depend on the results of the US elections in 2020.

If D Trump wins, it cannot be ruled out that his second presidency may create opportunities for
limited dialogue on a number of issues important for both sides. Some of Trump’s statements of
late 2019, in particular about the desirability of expanding the volume of Russian-American trade,
were difficult to assess as serious intentions, but their positive tone deserved attention. This
included some positive statements on the continuation of the strategic nuclear arms dialogue. It
was difficult to predict the administration’s behaviour in 2020, as is was entirely subordinate to the
logic of the pre-election struggle and the now concluded threat of impeachment.

At the same time, anti-Russian sentiment in Washington remains a constant, notwithstanding
the presence of representatives of the elite, including democrats, recognising the need for dia-
logue with Moscow. A Republican victory in the election will mean greater divergence from
allies in Europe. If the Democratic Party candidate (Biden) wins, it is possible that the acute
contradictions over Iran may decrease, and dialogue on nuclear disarmament will resume,
although it will be of a different nature if the START Treaty is not extended in 2020. Both the
Republican and the Democratic scenarios retain high risks associated with the ‘toxicity’ of
Russia in US debates.

On the whole, we did not expect a fundamental change in the nature of Russia’s relations with
the West. In 2020, we expected some signs of a return to pragmatism and normality in relations
with European leaders – France and Germany. The mood for normalization of relations, in par-
ticular, had manifested in the negotiations of the Normandy Format in December 2019. For
European grandees, alleviation of the Ukrainian crisis has neutralized one of the more complex
problems in relationship to Russia. A mood towards normalisation in relations is contextualized by
the local elections in France, where the positions of national populists (yellow vests) and the
political right represented by M Le Pen remain strong, and the upcoming elections in 2021 in
Germany, where the popularity of the extreme right remains a notable factor (Alternative for
Germany). As before, discussions around the Nord Stream-2 remain a key indicator of relations
with the EU.

Moscow’s role as a mediator in the Middle East remains a priority in Russian foreign policy.
Russia manages to maintain working relationships, and in many places partnerships and trustful
relations, with all the actors in the region. In addition to the successful management of issues
related to the resolution of conflicts, primarily in Syria, this policy makes it possible to strengthen
the country’s influence and economic position in the region and to maintain a working ‘field’
dialogue with the United States.

As the first Russia-Africa summit held in Sochi in October 2019 showed, Moscow aims to
expand its presence on the continent. Africa has significant economic and political potential and is
emerging as an arena of geopolitical competition. Europe has also been preparing to sign a new
treaty with the countries of Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific to replace the Cotonou
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Agreement, which will expire in 2021, and increasingly sees Africa as an arena of competition
with China.

Despite the very low probability of breakthroughs in relations with Japan (regarding the res-
olution of territorial disputes), in 2020 we predicted Russia would continue its course on
strengthening multilateral trade, economic and political contacts in the Asia-Pacific region.
Cooperation will be developed with India, South Korea, Japan, Vietnam and ASEAN countries on
North Korea nuclear problem.

China is increasing its presence in this region and beyond and will remain Russia’s main partner
in the Asia-Pacific. Extending trade, economic and technological cooperation with China in the
context of the trade war between Washington and Beijing, and the related increased interest of
China in the partnership with Russia, will constitute Moscow’s most active and verified course,
because the main task for Russia is to build an independent and balanced structure of relations in
Eurasia.

We predicted that in 2020 Russia would more actively use multilateral formats, with the par-
ticipation of China, to pursue the conjugation of Chinese initiatives, primarily the Belt and Road
Initiative, with projects where Moscow plays the leading role – the EAEC, the international North-
South Transport Corridor. This will remain a strategic objective.

In the post-Soviet space, the biggest uncertainty of 2020 was related to the development of the
domestic political situation in Ukraine. The actions of Moscow and Kiev in late 2019 (including
the exchange of detainees), and a changing tone of coverage of the Ukrainian issue in the Russian
media and from the Kremlin, the compromise agreements on gas transit reached before the New
Year, and finally, the meeting in the Normandy format in December 2019 – demonstrated that,
despite ongoing deep disagreements, the intention of the parties is to reach a compromise. Among
the possible scenarios predicted, the best one was deemed a gradual and slow movement towards a
resolution of the conflict, but the most likely, a conflict freeze with a guarantee of a cessation of
hostilities.

Taking into account the situation that has been formed in 2020, developments to a great extent
depend on whether President V Zelensky will be able to find a format acceptable for the elites and
society to comply with the Minsk agreements. In this case, Ukraine will be able to develop both its
economy and social sphere at a real recovery rate. Moscow and Kiev will be able to maintain working
relations, but it is unrealistic to expect a full normalization of relations in the foreseeable future.

Ukrainian society reacted especially sharply to the land law, being afraid to lose the only source
of work and income for many Ukrainians. The experience of recent years in the post-Soviet
region – in particular, in Kazakhstan - shows extreme sensitivity of this problem.

In general, in 2020, we expected the former Soviet Union to be a priority in Russia’s foreign
policy strategy. This focus on the post-Soviet space will develop in a new context, characterized
by three key factors: an objective decrease in Western (both European Union and US) attention
to this area; growing Chinese activity in the former Soviet Union; and gradual normalization of
Russia’s relations with the United States and European Union. Under these conditions, the new
independent states will have less room for manoeuvre to play on the contradictions between
Russia and the West. At the same time, concerns about China’s strategic influence will grow, so
that the preservation of sovereignty and independence will remain a key stratagem for their
development.

We predicted that it was highly probable that in 2020, in view of these new circumstances,
Russia would continue its proven three-level strategy. Moscow will pay particular attention to
developing pragmatic relations in the bilateral format. More attention will be paid to increasing the
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effectiveness of the Eurasian Economic Union and the Collective Security Treaty Organization
(CSTO). In addition, it will develop interaction with post-Soviet states in broader formats of
international organizations and initiatives, mainly regional ones. At the same time, we did not
expect any progress in resolving frozen conflicts, primarily in Nagorno-Karabakh.

***
The emerging negative certainty does not provide any grounds for optimistic forecasts. At the

same time, Russia’s foreign policy course, focussed on strengthening its independent role in
international affairs, is quite adequate to the nature and scope of challenges for the country at the
global, regional and national levels. In other words, in the near and medium term, it may be
necessary to adjust, adapt, but not to revise the core objectives and tools of our foreign policy.

In 2020, Russia is likely to continue its policy of further strengthening its independent role in
international affairs, focusing on its near abroad, while remaining open to mutually beneficial
cooperation on the basis of shared interests.

Arms control. In 2020, a number of decisions were to be taken on which further developments in
arms control depended. The erosion of existing agreements and regimes could either have been
partially halted in the short term (1–2 years) or even in the medium term (3–5 years) but has
accelerated during 2020. The fate of the US-Russian Treaty on Measures for the Further Reduction
and Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms (START) remains in question. Whether it is extended
until 2026 or allowed to lapse will be of key importance. The focus remains on the consequences
of the US and Russia’s withdrawal from the INF Treaty in 2019. There was a high probability of
the United States withdrawing from the Treaty on Open Skies in 2020, and this was announced in
May 2020. We predicted that if the United States starts the procedure of withdrawing from the
Treaty on Open Skies in 2020, it would be highly probable that Russia would also withdraw from
the Treaty. This scenario will make it difficult to reach any agreements on conventional arms in
Europe, but the negative effect of the now inevitable collapse of the Open Skies regime could be
reduced if the START Treaty were to be extended.

In 2020 and in the medium term, we predicted that there would remain uncertainty concerning
the start of bilateral (Russian-US) and even more so multilateral (Russia-US-China) negotiations
on limiting and reducing nuclear weapons. The implementation of the final phase of the
deployment of the US missile defence system in Europe may deepen the contradictions and hinder
the resumption of the Russian-American dialogue on strategic stability. In the short term, the
probability of an arms race, especially nuclear ones, will remain low, but as the systems being
developed in the United States and Russia become ready for rapid deployment, it will increase.

Prospects for maintaining or strengthening arms control regimes depend largely on the deci-
sions that will be made in the United States. In 2020, they will be influenced by the presidential
election campaign. The ability of Russia, European and Asian countries to influence these deci-
sions will be relatively limited.

Geopolitics: The Western vector

US domestic policy

In 2020, the political process in the United States will be determined by the election campaign. The
impeachment process was a polarizing issue in American society supported by 83.7% of
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Democrats, while 88.5% of Republicans were against it. The electoral struggle will now focus on
the meaning of federal institutions.

The outcome of the impeachment process was known from the very first days: at the end of
December 2019, the House of Representatives impeached Trump. However, the Senate was
unlikely to give up ‘its president’ in the midst of an election campaign and so found him innocent.
Trump will actively use this victory in his campaign. The democrats, by contrast, will present their
campaign as the only way to free the country and the White House from a president who has
broken the law and escaped responsibility. Trump will call on his electorate not to let the ‘witch-
hunt’ stop him from pursuing his reforms for America’s prosperity.

Trump retains some incumbent advantages: prior to the corona crisis, the economy was still on
the rise, with the lowest unemployment rate in the last 50 years (3.5%). His economic policy was
supported by 52% of Americans. However, Trump’s overall rating has fluctuated steadily between
40% and 43%. We predicted that if expectations of an economic slowdown materialize just before
the election, Trump would lose his advantage and repeat the fate of other one-term presidents,
J Carter and J Bush Sr. Given the unfolding consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic and another
2020 ‘black swan’ of BLM riots in the country, this scenario is now more plausible.

Congressional elections are very important for both parties, especially considering the
still unpredictable final result of the presidential race. If won in both chambers, the Democrats will
be able to bind the hands of their unwanted president. For the Republicans and Trump, it is
important to retain control of the Senate so that a second term does not become a period of
‘presidential survival’. Victory in the House of Representatives is likely for the Democrats, where
they currently have a majority. We predicted that the high degree of uncertainty and the importance
of the upcoming election would constrain the legislative agenda in 2020. The attention focused on
the election campaign would also inevitably affect the US foreign policy agenda and add to its
unpredictability.

US foreign policy

The elections may force Trump to take a more balanced approach to foreign policy, but the
foreign policy agenda will inevitably become a subject of confrontation between parties and
institutions. At the centre of this confrontation are politicized debates around Ukraine and
Russia. However, these confrontations also touch upon the problem of allied commitments
towards European countries and other social and political groups in the world (in particular, the
Kurds in the Middle East).

Generally speaking, we predicted that the United States would continue to reduce its partici-
pation in global institutions and agreements. That it would continue to pursue a policy of pro-
tectionism in foreign trade policy and to exert pressure on its allies in Europe. And that risk of
escalation in the US-Chinese confrontation and US-Russian confrontation would increase. One
issue of conflict between the parties may be the US position on environmental security. The
probability that the United States will withdraw from the Paris Agreement remains high, in the
case of a Republican victory, but not before 4 November 2020 – four years after signing the
document and, by chance, the day after the presidential election.

Asian-Pacific region. The key challenges for D Trump’s administration in 2020 have come from the
Asia-Pacific region. We predicted that the White House would have to show maximum flexibility
in order not to disrupt trade negotiations, minimize damage from the conflict and try to reach a
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more positive trajectory of relations without losing that part of the electorate insisting on con-
frontation against China. Trump needed to demonstrate a ‘complete victory’ over China.

Meanwhile, the number of those dissatisfied with the administration’s foreign economic policy
is expanding, including steel and aluminium consumers, farmers supplying grain for biofuel
production, buyers of Chinese electronics and consumer goods. Trump’s tariff measures led to a
significant reduction in the trade deficit in 2019, but American exports to China also declined.
Beijing’s response has an adverse impact on global supply chains and was already contributing to a
slowdown in the US economy and exports in early 2020.

Therefore, both sides appeared to have an interest in a favourable outcome of trade negoti-
ations. American business understands that in case of its withdrawal from China, the vacuum
will be filled by competitors. For this reason, we expected pressure from the United States on
China to increase. This was initially met by China’s willingness to make concessions regarding
investment and currency regulation, intellectual property and trade in agricultural goods and
services. We predicted that only a ‘relatively limited’ trade agreement would be signed in 2020.
These would not stop the United States seeking to further regulate technological flows to China
nor create any guarantees that trade conflicts would not accelerate as the year progresses. A
number of new draft laws have already been submitted to Congress aimed at tightening the
Foreign Economic Relations (FER) regime with China.

The United States will also continue to exert pressure on Beijing, focusing on China’s trou-
blesome regions. We predicted that the United States would increase its stimulation of separatist
sentiments, through sustainable development support programs, or cultural and educational proj-
ects. Similar support will be strengthened aiming at Hong Kong. Adopted in November 2019 on
the basis of inter-party consensus, the Hong Kong Human Rights and Democracy Act obliges the
US President to keep the province autonomous from Beijing and this is likely to poison
US-Chinese relations for the long term, particularly in light of recent events associated with
China’s implementation of a new national security law in the territory.

Relations with the EU and NATO. The Transatlantic alliance will continue to face sluggish mutual
criticism related to the distribution of obligations in the field of regional security. If the contra-
dictions between the United States and the key European countries (Germany and France) remain,
US-Polish relations may get a further boost.

We predicted that the absence of a consolidated position, on a number of strategically important
issues, will have a negative impact on Transatlantic relations. These issues are Russia, Ukraine, the
Nord Stream-2 gas pipeline, the Iranian nuclear program and the absence of a unified approach to
China among EU members.

Washington’s introduction of new tariffs on imports of a number of European goods may also
become a serious challenge to US-EU relations. Among them are 10% duties on air transport.
Further tariffs on goods from Great Britain, Germany, Spain, Italy and France (cars, textiles,
alcohol and food products) have been threatened. As above, US foreign policy with respect to the
European states will be largely determined by the outcome of the US election. Unlike Trump, the
Democrat candidates express more solidarity with Europe and are inclined to ‘restore’ the previous
model of cooperation.

Middle East and South Asia. In the Middle East, we predicted that the White House would mainly
focus on ensuring stable prices for hydrocarbons to avoid undesirable effects in the US energy
market and address the most sensitive regional security issues for the United States.
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The White House will continue the practice of ‘dehydrating’ Iran’s economy, providing support
to public protests and provoking Tehran to violate the still formally functioning JCPOA, so it can
impose a sanctions regime on a multilateral basis. However, there remains a low probability of
international negotiations successfully reformulating the ‘nuclear deal’ on updated terms. This
scenario has several advantages for Trump administration. First, it provides an opportunity to
declare the success of his diplomacy in the region. Second, it serves the security interests of Israel,
an ally in the region. Finally, it will open the prospect of further developing relations with other
countries in the region that view Iran as a key competitor. Tehran is unlikely to meet with the
Trump Administration, given it has resumed sanctions. White House actions on the Iranian track
will also depend on the evolving political situation in Israel.

More stable, but at the same time negative, dynamics should be expected in US policy towards
Turkey. Neither parties see a positive option for development of relations, the crisis of which is
likely to deepen. Military–technical cooperation with the United States will continue to face
mutual distrust. At the beginning of the year, we predicted that Washington would impose
sanctions (for the purchase of SA-21 from Russia – against Halkbank), recognize the Armenian
genocide at the Senate level, and that questions would be raised about the expediency of main-
taining nuclear weapons at the Incirlik Air Base. Also, the United States is considering lifting the
arms embargo on Cyprus in case Turkey starts developing gas fields in disputed areas off the coast
of Northern Cyprus.

We predicted that the United States would seek to influence the political settlement process in
Syria through its military, political, organizational and financial support to Kurdish forces in the
North-East. Theirs and US military control over oil fields to the East of the Euphrates complicates
the problem of post-war economic recovery in Syria. In this context, the fulfilment of Trump’s pre-
election promise to withdraw troops from the conflict zones (even in case of their redeployment
from Syria to Iraq) can be regarded by his opponents as a capitulation to Russia. This creates a
favourable ground in Congress for the imposition of additional sanctions against Syria in the field
of trade, military and technical cooperation, against the Central Bank, especially in view of the
presidential elections which take place in Syria in 2020.

There are significant disagreements between Democrats and Republicans concerning the rela-
tionship with Saudi Arabia. Trump’s administration and his allies in Congress from the very
beginning positioned the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia as a main ally in the region, which gives the
Democrats grounds for criticizing and discrediting Republican politics. Washington’s indirect
involvement on Riyadh’s side in the Yemeni war through the supply of arms to Saudi troops has
aggravated the humanitarian crisis in that country. The absence of any US pressure on the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the low level of humanitarian assistance provided, and human rights
concerns, we predicted would become a subject of pressure on the White House through numerous
hearings, complicating budget approval in the House of Representatives.

We also predicted that US strategy will continue unchanged with respect to the war in
Afghanistan and the Indo-Pakistani conflict. We expected that the Trump administration would
seek to resolve the Afghan conflict through political and diplomatic means but that the war in the
AfPak zone is most likely to be ‘inherited’ by the next White House administration. Full with-
drawal of US military forces, as committed to in the US-Talban agreement signed in February, will
have a destabilizing effect on the conflict. Washington will continue to encourage India to provide
assistance to Kabul primarily in the economic sphere, in exchange for which Washington will not
criticize the sensitive issues for Delhi (in particular, the new situation in Kashmir).
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Relations with Russia. For Russian-American relations, we predicted that the year 2020 would be
marked by another round of tension. In connection with the electoral race in the United States, we
anticipated that the risk of ‘black swan’ events intervening would increase. There remains a
possibility that the sanctions pressure on Moscow will increase. In late December 2019, sanctions
were introduced which seriously complicated the completion of construction of the Nord Stream-2
gas pipeline. In draft laws, there has been the suggestion of developing a common transatlantic
energy strategy, and preventing Russia from using energy export as an instrument of foreign
policy, as well as imposing sanctions against those involved in the development of the Russian gas
export pipeline system.

Arms control problems remains a key component of relations with Russia. The Trump
administration has not yet decided on the extension of New START, which expires on 5 February
2021. At the same time, a number of US Congress representatives appear inclined to extend New
START. An alternative way of development may open up in case the Democrat candidate wins the
presidential elections. In this case, attempts to pre-empt the termination of the treaty and prepare its
prolongation even before the inauguration in January 2021 are possible.

European Union

Negative certainty. The EU entered 2020 with a better understanding of its future development and
the challenges it will face, following elections to the European Parliament, the decision on
membership of the European Commission (EC) and (limited) progress in negotiations on Brexit.
The emergence of a new political team in EU bodies has not removed structural conflicts between
leading EU countries. Internal disagreements continue to influence the EU decision-making pro-
cess. The main geopolitical challenges facing Europe – with respect the Middle East, the Ukrainian
crisis, and relations with the United States – have not changed. Negotiations on the future rela-
tionship with the United Kingdom were expected to intensify in complexity after the formal
withdrawal of the country from the EU in early 2020.

We predicted that the EU would try to solve problems that are important for citizens to
demonstrate in practice the benefits of integration. The shadow of populism is observable in EU
political gestures in this context. Brussels will try to oppose the ‘destructive’ populism of Euro-
sceptics with a ‘constructive’ one, particularly in relation to the environmental agenda. Positioning
itself as a progressive international actor, the EU faces a challenge from conservative national
governments in a number of its member countries. For political forces outside the mainstream of
the EU, clashes with Brussels help to mobilize a Eurosceptic electorate.

We saw the key challenge for 2020 as being whether EU states will be able to achieve
sufficient solidarity after the Brexit to be perceived by its partners as a coherent international
actor, or whether, under the influence of both external and internal forces, it would become
increasingly amorphous in most areas except the organization of economic space and trade
negotiations.

J Borrell, a 72-year-old Spaniard, has become the High Representative for Foreign Affairs and
Security Policy. His predecessor, the Italian F Mogherini, had been criticized by influential parts of
the European foreign policy establishment for her allegedly too mild attitude to Russia. Although
the authority of the ‘High Representative’ is limited and requires the search for compromises
among member countries’ foreign policy approaches, new strategic documents were expected to
emerge in 2020 to adjust or replace the EU Global Strategy adopted in 2016. At the same time, it
cannot be ruled out that Borrell will be given just routine tasks. As the issues of foreign policy and
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security must be resolved in the EU unanimously, work to find consensus among heads of states
and governments will be of significant importance.

The support received by green parties and other environmental movements in a number of EU
countries encourages the EC to emphasize the so-called ‘Green Deal’, designed to make the EU by
2050 ‘climate-neutral’. As environmental policy will affect the basic interests of business and
social groups, the discussion of the details of a ‘Green Deal’ may become one of the most sig-
nificant topics in the EU’s work for a number of years.

The problem of illegal migration remains painful for EU citizens. The EC plans to update
legislation affecting migration and asylum rules in the EU, to strengthen border protection systems
and to work intensively with countries of origin and transit of migrants.

The EU is likely to face problems in trade negotiations in the near future, including those
related to the US position, which has blocked the normal functioning of the WTO. The EU will
seek workarounds to preserve internationally recognized trade rules and dispute settlement
procedures.

Among its regional foreign policy priorities, the EC under the leadership of von der Leyen has
tentatively singled out Africa, for which a new strategy should be prepared. She has also signalled
that the Western Balkans would be a future priority, where the EU would like to preserve its
influence and boost the reform process.

2020 is the last year in the implementation of the EU multi-year framework budget, which has
been in force since 2014. The work on the new program for 2021–2027 should be completed in
2020, reflecting the priorities highlighted by the EC. The UK’s exit from the EU makes it relevant
to focus on key issues with overall cost reductions.

European states

In the United Kingdom, we expected the conservative government to seek to create several parallel
negotiating tracks with the EU, while simultaneously dealing with the country’s internal problems.
The opposition will count on the failure of the conservatives and regroup. Both Labour Party and
the Liberal Democrats will have new leaders in 2020. The opposition and other EU countries have
now come to terms with the UK’s exit from the European Union under the scenario led by the
conservatives.

Germany entered 2020 with the question whether the ‘Grand coalition’ of the Christian
Democrats (CDU-CSU) and the Social Democrats (SPD) Union will survive until 2021, when
elections are due to take place. Both the CDU and SPD speak of the need to adjust plans. The SPD
linked this to its ideological renewal and change of leadership, starting in 2019. The CDU also
points to the need to review spending on the army. In the first echelons of the parties, there is a
natural generational change and a search for fresh ideas and charismatic politicians. Officially, the
consensus of the ‘old’ parties remains that it is impossible to enter into a coalition with the AfD.
However, the preferences of the electorate make it almost impossible to form traditional coalitions,
and interaction with the AfD may become unavoidable.

On domestic political issues, the SPD has moved to the left, offering to increase the minimum
wage, introduce a wealth tax, increase public spending on infrastructure and pursue active policies
to prevent climate change. CDU is trying to stay in the centre, but over the last 10 years, it has
significantly shifted to the left, though aiming to maintain a liberal profile. Social problems have
become one of the key factors behind the growing popularity of right-wing AfD, situated on in the
right side of the ideological spectrum.
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In France, E Macron remains under pressure from opponents both inside the country and in the
EU. Macron managed to cope with the crisis of ‘yellow vests’, but relapses are not excluded. The
main serious opponent of E Macron remains M Le Pen. Although there is still some time before
the 2022 presidential election, Le Pen’s high popularity worries the EU political mainstream.
Macron remains vulnerable domestically. An active role in foreign policy helps Macron position
himself as a confident leader. However, among EU and NATO allies, he has a reputation as a
troublemaker. His attempts to restore relations with Russia are likely to continue in 2020, drawing
criticism from many in the West. France is largely bound in its actions by the EU’s consensual
position towards the Russian Federation, which is dependent on the settlement of the conflict in
Eastern Ukraine. We predicted that Franco-German interaction in the EU would continue to falter.
If Macrons proposals are repeatedly rejected in Brussels, French scepticism about the EU may
increase, which Le Pen will take advantage of.

In Italy, the prospect of Salvini returning to government was a significant worry for EU
partners, but it was always highly likely that the ‘League’ would have to look for a coalition
partner in any future elections. The growing frustration of the voters with governmental alliances
may result in further pressure to reform the electoral law.

In Spain, one of the difficult and controversial issue will be seeking a more flexible position of
the government on the Catalan issue. The government will try to lead the negotiations towards
half-hearted or partial solutions. But the instability of the Central government’s position itself leads
to greater regional independence. The far-right VOX party owes its electoral success to anti-
migration sentiments. The popularity of the extreme right is within the conditional European
norm of 15–20% of the vote. But if the cycles of early elections that do not allow the formation of
a stable government continue, the radicals will collect votes not only from their supporters but also
from a protest electorate dissatisfied with centrist parties.

For the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, we predicted that the economic situation
would worsen in 2020 due to the unfavourable conditions in Germany – the main export
market of the Central Eastern European countries, and the negative consequences of Brexit for
the export of their goods and labour resources to the United Kingdom, as well as the planned
reduction in funding (for cohesion, agriculture, etc.), as well as the EU free trade agreements
with third countries.

Therefore, the CEE countries are trying to consolidate their efforts to ‘monetize’ their
increased political weight in the EU after the elections to the European Parliament and in the new
EC. We predicted this would be contextualized by slowing integration and strengthening
national populist trends in the EU in 2020 and reflected in the internal political developments of
the CEE countries.

Adopted in May 2019, The Warsaw Declaration on European reunification focuses on the
interests of these countries and disavows the strategic goals and objectives of many of the old EU
member States. The CEE countries are more loyal to NATO than the old members. We predicted
that the efforts of the CEE countries to reach the NATO spending target of 2% of GDP are likely to
put additional strain on their economies in 2020 and would not improve their relations with Russia.

EU foreign policy

The EU will closely follow the presidential election campaign in the United States. The European
political mainstream is tired of Trump’s presidency and hopes for his speedy departure. Democrats
are expected to return to traditional relations and possibly to revive the idea of a transatlantic free
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trade agreement. If Trump remains in power, a new crisis is expected to occur in the transatlantic
relationship.

Intensive discussions continue in the EU about the policy course towards China. Beijing prefers
to work with individual EU countries rather than with Brussels. The ‘old’ member states express
concern about the policy of their CEE neighbours, but they themselves are not averse to benefiting
from the growing interaction with the PRC. The most resonant topic that will determine policy
towards China is the development of 5G infrastructure. The EU is interested in promoting its
companies, but the rapid spread of new technology fosters interaction with either Chinese or
American partners. Poland and the Baltic States see this as a civilizational choice that they prefer to
make in favour of the United States. Germany’s position is more pragmatic, but even here, the
political dimensions of the issue are considered no less seriously. While formally maintaining the
Eastern Partnership program, the EU is less and less counting on rapid progress in relations with
the involved countries.

The perturbations of Ukrainian politics in recent years have also made Europe more sceptical.
The EU is closely monitoring the Russian-Belarusian talks. It is not easy for Brussels to conduct a
dialogue with the Belarusian leadership, but the stakes are too high for the policy of isolation of
Minsk to continue indefinitely.

In its relations with Russia, the EU clearly did not expect any pleasant surprises in 2020. All the
principle issues affecting that relationship remained active, as does the EU consensus on anti-
Russian sanctions. The talks in the Normandy format do not promise rapid progress. At best, it
will take a year or more to implement the main provisions of the Minsk agreements, which
determines the potential for any adjustments to the sanctions policy. The EU remains sharply split
over energy supplies from Russia.

Geopolitics: Middle East

The main trends that we expected to characterize the development of the Middle East in 2020 were
as follows:

– A potential new wave of mass protests with an increasingly wider geography. The crisis has
worsened and will impact to some extent even some of the oil-producing countries affected
by the fall in oil prices. Civil society – trade unions, youth and social organizations – will
play a much larger role in these new protests.

– The destabilizing impact of the Iran-Israeli and Iran-Saudi conflict will persist. Lack of
progress in resolving the Palestinian problem following the proposed annexation. Continued
fighting in Libya and Syria of varying intensity.

– Growing intraregional competition between Iran, Turkey and Gulf countries, and continued
activity of external forces (USA, Russia, EU, China).

At the same time, on the whole, the regimes in the region will demonstrate relative stability, and
political changes will be cosmetic.

In conflict zones, there will be a greater diversification of development options, from the
continuation of hostilities in Syria and Libya to some reduction in tension between Saudi Arabia
and Iran. In the context of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, no positive developments are likely to
occur, with significant downside risks associated with annexation.
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Among the external players, the most prominent role will be played by the United States and
Russia. The United States will retain its dominant position, although the reliability of US guar-
antees is now questioned. The fact that Washington threw the Syrian Kurds at the mercy of Turkish
forces has caused great suspicion among US allies in the region.

Russia will maintain its position as one of the leading players in the region, continuing
to develop positive relations with all regional actors. However, one should not under-
estimate the aspirations of the Middle Eastern countries to use Russia and the United States
in their own interests, seeking to drag both powers into their internal contradictions and
conflicts.

Geopolitics: The post-Soviet space

Ukraine

In 2019, presidential and parliamentary elections led to the change of the head of state and radical
renewal of executive and legislative power. Receiving 73.2% of the vote in the second round,
Vladimir Zelenskiy proved to be the personification of the protest against Poroshenko and per-
sonification of the Ukrainian society’s demand for changes and appearance of new faces in pol-
itics. After holding early elections to the Verkhovna Rada in July 2019, Zelenskiy converted his
high rating in support of the pro-presidential party ‘Servant of the People’, which received a
majority in parliament, and then formed ‘his’ government without joining a coalition with other
political forces. Further events – resignations, appointments, decisions, negotiations with the
IMF – almost in detail reproduced in real life the film ‘Servant of the People’ made by Zelenskiy
two years before the elections.

The tone of Russia’s official approach to Ukraine after the change of leadership has been
restrained. On the eve of 2020, an agreement to extend Russian gas transit was signed, which is
important for the Ukrainian economy. Zelenskiy appears to believe that key economic problems
can be solved through cooperation with the IMF and loans from the fund. Over the years, one of
the IMF’s main demands on Ukraine has been the lifting of the moratorium on the sale and
purchase of agricultural land. Zelenskiy decided to carry out reform not only to meet the IMF
requirement but also to create an economic growth driver. The popularity and high personal rating
of the president have been used to implement an extremely unpopular land reform. The test will be
the local elections, which are likely to be held in Ukraine in autumn 2020. From the political point
of view, the main question remains whether Zelenskiy’s political resources will be enough to
promote the peaceful settlement of the Donbas problem.

V Zelenskiy’s political orientation to the end of the conflict gives a chance to settle the
conflict in Donbas within the framework of the Minsk process or to freeze the conflict for an
indefinite period as an alternative to settlement. The difficulties of the political process in
Ukraine leave a significant doubt that 2020 will see a breakthrough in the settlement of the
conflict in Donbas.

Belarus

In August 2020, presidential elections will be held. AG Lukashenko will be re-elected for another
term. Lower growth rates of the Belarusian economy in 2019 led to correction of forecasts of
international institutions on its growth in the coming years. Thus, the IMF expects GDP growth in
Belarus in 2020 only at the level of 0.3%, which is equivalent to stagnation.
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The traditional New Year’s Eve sharpening of Russian-Belarusian relations on the eve of 2020
was particularly tough. Minsk is looking for opportunities to strengthen its position in relations
with Moscow and in the format of the Eurasian Union (EAEU), especially since in February 2020,
the EEC chairmanship will be transferred to Belarus. The country will get the right to appoint its
chairman of the EEC Board for four years.

We expect that Washington will continue to strengthen its political ties with Minsk, focusing on
the possible reduction of sanctions against Belarus while modernizing the country’s political
system. There is high probability of a cautious, and largely uncritical, attitude in Washington
towards Lukashenko’s re-election. China is also, however, becoming an increasingly important
actor in Belarus. 2020 has been declared the Year of Belarus Regions in China.

In 2020, Belarus will continue a multi-vector foreign policy. Against the backdrop of growing
economic problems, the authorities are looking for ways to strengthen the loyalty of the country’s
youth and population as a whole. Hence the appearance of hints about external threats appearing in
Lukashenko’s official rhetoric and speeches. It is highly probable that these trends will continue
not only during the presidential election campaign in 2020 but also after its end.

Moldova and Transnistria

Domestic policy in 2020 will continue to be unstable, with a deep split between the elite and the
whole country on the choice of the main vector of development. Approximately half of the
country’s population and most of the elite support the European vector, while the other half and
most of the left segment of the elite are focused on priority cooperation with Russia and the EAEU.
As the orientation of the Moldovan economy towards the EU countries is increasing, the pro-
European sympathies of the population (especially the youth) are growing. Russia’s decision to
eliminate ammunition at Cobasna warehouses and the measures of financial and economic support
of official Chisinau are aimed at creating conditions for compromises on both banks of the
Dniester River.

Central Asia and South Caucasus

The global challenges for Central Asia and the South Caucasus in 2020 remain: drug trafficking,
cross-border organized crime, illegal migration and environmental degradation. These challenges
are combined with wider regional threats and risks. These include social inequality, which feeds
instability and religious extremism; demographic problems and accelerated urbanization, cre-
ating job disproportions, increasing the number of unemployed and migrants – especially among
young people; unresolved border disputes and unresolved territorial problems, leading to local
internecine strife.

In the countries of the South Caucusas, the effectiveness of state institutions will remain
insufficient, and interstate disagreements and contradictions are expected to hinder regional
cooperation. International antagonisms will remain in the region. At the same time, competition
with Russia will exist not so much with historical regional rivals – Turkey and Iran, as with non-
regional forces (USA/EU/NATO). The ‘frozen conflicts’ in the South Caucasus will remain the
main ‘pressure points’.

The intraregional political situation in Central Asia will be more predictable than in the South
Caucasus, which does not rule out outbreaks of local border conflicts, mainly due to the
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uncertainty of the state border line (as in summer and autumn 2019 because of the disputed ter-
ritories between Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan).

The main external threat to the security of the Central Asian states will remain linked to the
Afghan conflict. The scenario of a large-scale interstate conflict in Central Asia was ruled out by
the IMEMO predictions. This is due to the trend towards more trusting relations between the
countries of the region and the strengthening of intraregional ties.

Russia will try to retain a significant role, especially in maintaining security. It will remain the
leading trade and economic partner for most Central Asian and South Caucasus states; for
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan, it will be a recipient of labour
migration; and a guarantor of security for all CSTO member states. The importance of the regions
of Central Asia and the South Caucasus is determined by Russia’s promotion of the Greater
Eurasian Space concept, which will continue to be a key factor in Russian engagement with the
region beyond 2020.

Russia’s priority will be economic and political relations with the ‘first tier’ countries (Azer-
baijan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan), which play a key role in areas (Central Asian,
Caucasian, Caspian) of vital Russian interests.

We predicted that China will continue to deepen trade and economic cooperation with the
countries of Central Asia and the South Caucasus as part of the Belt and Road initiative. China
gives particular importance to the ‘New Eurasian Land Corridor’, known as the ‘The International
North–South Transport Corridor’, which focuses on Western European markets. China more and
more confidently designates Central Asia as a zone of its own strategic interests, and it is in this
region that it is best able to consolidate its competitive advantages.

In 2020, we did not expect significant progress in the conjugation of the competing B&R and
EAEU projects, but this will remain a Russian strategic objective.

Turkey will continue its policy of rapprochement with the states of Central Asia and South
Caucasus, with an emphasis on cultural-ethnic, linguistic and religious proximity with local Turkic
peoples. At the same time, Turkey’s claim to the role of an informal leader of Turkic-speaking
peoples in the post-Soviet space are fraught with a clash of interests with other players, primar-
ily Russia. Moscow views Turkey’s efforts to formalize pan-Turkic unity as a challenge to its
integration efforts within the framework of the Eurasian project (EAEU, Greater Eurasia). Turkish
activity is also a challenge for China, as Ankara openly criticizes Chinese policy in the Xinjiang
Uyghur Autonomous Region. And this is welcomed by many in Central Asia (especially in
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan).

For Iran, the field of manoeuvre in Central Asia and the South Caucasus will be limited due to
American and European sanctions.

The EU in the South Caucasus, besides Armenia and Georgia (within the framework of the
‘Eastern Partnership’), intends to expand ties with Azerbaijan, and not only in the field of energy.
The EU will also support the peaceful settlement of the conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh. As for the
Central Asian countries, the EU adopted a new Strategy in summer 2019. Its principle aim is to
develop cooperation between the Central Asian countries and Afghanistan to stabilize the situation
there.

The United States is not expected to pay much attention to the Central Asian and the South
Caucasus republics, but it will not fully withdraw its presence from these regions and has a
particular interest in maintaining influence in Georgia and Armenia. Azerbaijan, as an ally of
Turkey and Russia, will continue to be treated with some caution by the United States, but its
importance as an energy-exporting country is likely to prevail over that mistrust. The US priority
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in Central Asia will remain Uzbekistan, where Washington believes that new opportunities for
cooperation have opened up. However, breakthroughs in the economic direction, as well as in the
sphere of military and political cooperation, should not be expected. The significance of Central
Asia for the United States is primarily due to the Afghan factor – focusing on maintaining access to
transit routes, in case the main route through Pakistan is blocked following a decline in bilateral
relations. The security situation in Central Asia may be affected by further reduction of the
American military presence before the presidential elections in autumn 2020. If the main American
forces leave Afghanistan without guarantees from the Taliban, the scenario of the movement’s
capture of most of Afghanistan will become likely, creating problems across Central Asia, for
Russia and China.

In terms of domestic policy in 2020, Kazakhstan attracts particular attention. The parliamentary
elections in 2020 will be of interest depending on how the new parliamentary corps is formed.
These elections are likely to have significant foreign policy implications, resulting either in lower
levels of cooperation with Russia, and expansion in cooperation with the United States, the
European Union or China, or in expansion in Russian-Kazakh relations, and making deepening of
cooperation between the EAEU member-states more likely.

In foreign policy, Uzbekistan will maintain a significant role in the mechanism for nor-
malizing the situation in Afghanistan, which brings political and economic dividends to
Tashkent. It is also looking for ways to expand Uzbek foreign trade. Uzbekistan and Russia
have set up a working group to analyse the risks and opportunities from Uzbekistan’s accession
to the EAEU. Uzbekistan plans to conclude a free trade agreement with the EAEU by the end
of 2021. 2022–2025 is scheduled to involve the country’s entry into the EAEU and the World
Trade Organisation.

Geopolitics: Asia-Pacific

We predicted that the political situation in the Pacific Asia region in 2020 would not change
significantly. Perception of reality by national elites in the countries of the region is a determinant
factor in the international relations of the region, and the adjustment of these perceptions under the
influence of economic factors is slow and non-linear.

China

We expected that China’s policy in 2020 would be significantly impacted by increasing tensions
with the United States. The most optimistic scenario was for the two sides to conclude a ‘truce’
that would stop the escalation of a trade war. A deal in which China resumed purchasing American
agricultural products in exchange for the removal of some American duties, and a promise not to
introduce new ones, is politically beneficial to the current US administration. However, a solution
to the economic dispute between the United States and China on American terms is unattainable in
the foreseeable future: if the ‘tariff war’ can be stopped at least for a while, technological rivalry
will inevitably gain pace. Refusing leadership in modern technologies would jeopardize the
legitimacy of power of the Communist Party of China (CPC).

In 2020, a law on foreign investment will come into force in China, giving investors certain
guarantees. The United States is critically assessing these initiatives and requires the establishment
of control mechanisms, reserving the right to use economic sanctions if violations are detected.
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The likelihood of Chinese consent to direct US interference in domestic economic policy is
extremely low.

Political friction was expected to complicate relations in 2020. Support for demonstrations and
the adoption of the law ‘On the Protection of Human Rights and Democracy in Hong Kong’ signed
by Trump created conditions for exponentially rising tensions. After 40 years of cooperation,
China and the United States are moving towards a ‘struggle without destruction’ paradigm: We
expect both countries will try to find mutually acceptable conditions for economic interaction
against the backdrop of expanding political, ideological and military rivalries.

Taiwan is becoming a hot spot in Sino-American relations. Attempts by the United States to use
Taiwan and Hong Kong’s anti-government forces as instruments of deterrence to China could
provoke dangerously high tensions in Sino-US relations. Beijing’s tough action to limit American
influence in the run-up to the September 2020 Hong Kong Legislative Assembly elections was not
ruled out in our predictions, and this course of action appears to have been born out.

China’s domestic policy agenda will focus on the successful completion of the Moderately
Prosperous Society (Xiaokang). This is not only an economic but also an important social and
political milestone. The CPC seeks to declare a nationwide victory over poverty on the eve of the
Centenary celebrations in 2021. There was no suppression of demonstrations during the cele-
brations of PRC’s 70th anniversary, but it could not be assumed that in preparation for the CPC
anniversary there would be no forceful suppression of anti-government demonstrations in Hong
Kong, as has taken place. The Chinese authorities have clearly realized the long-term nature of the
deterioration of relations with the United States. As they deteriorate, China will face economic,
domestic and foreign policy challenges. The official slogan of improving governance aims to
strengthen China’s ability to meet challenges from outside.

The problem of maintaining a balance between strengthening party power and continuing
reforms will remain. China intends to combine greater openness to the outside world with import
substitution policies in key areas to neutralize Western restrictions on high technology. Without
abandoning state support for innovation policy, the authorities will try to keep foreign companies,
worried about the risks of a trade war, from relocating their production outside China.

The progressive development of Russian–Chinese relations will continue in 2020 against this
backdrop. After the launch of the Power of Siberia gas pipeline, the trade turnover between the two
countries will increase. We expected that the year 2020 would see an increase in trade between the
two countries. The Russian President is expected to make a state visit to China before the end of
the year.

Japan

In Japan, regardless of the change of monarch, mainstream conservative forces, mainly the Liberal
Democratic Party of Japan, will retain their dominant position. On the agenda of the LDP and the
Government of Japan are constitutional amendments relating to ‘anti-war’ Article 9. However, due
to the lack of votes in the Parliament and the controversial attitude of the population, these are
unlikely to be adopted in 2020.

Minimizing the negative effects of aging and population decline is the most important task for
the Japanese government. The reform of the migration legislation in 2019 expanded the oppor-
tunities for hiring foreign workers. However, the country’s unpreparedness to accept a foreign
workforce may result in rising social tensions. Japan will continue to increase its activities in
international organizations to ensure greater influence on global issues, including security.
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The problem of trade imbalances will remain acute in Japanese–American relations. Negotia-
tions will continue in 2020 with the aim of reaching a broader agreement. Despite the US promise
not to introduce new automobile duties, the threat of higher tariffs is likely to remain as long as
Trump holds the presidency.

An improvement is expected in relations with China, which might have been facilitated by the
first official state visit of the Chinese president to Japan, that had been scheduled for 2020. The
Sino-US trade war and increasing contradictions in Japan-US relations increased the interest of
Beijing and Tokyo in developing their bilateral relations. For China, increasing economic coop-
eration with Japan is an instrument to hedge risks in the US trade war. China also pays special
attention to Japan’s intention to join the B&R initiative, which will enable Beijing to develop and
expand its mega-project. Japan’s projects under this initiative would help provide access to new
markets. However, there will remain security contradictions between Japan and China, as well as
significant historical disputes and unresolved territorial problems. Tokyo is unlikely to abandon the
line initiated by Washington to curb China’s technological expansion – in 2019, Japan, following
the United States, imposed a ban on the use of Chinese Huawei and ZTE products by government
agencies. These restrictions may lead to a response from Beijing.

In Japan–South Korea relations, political and historical disagreements will complicate the
development of economic and defence cooperation. Trade restrictions on trade in high-tech
products will also persist.

In Russian–Japanese relations, despite successful ties in trade and economic, political and
humanitarian spheres, there are no significant results of work on the peace treaty and the resolution
of the territorial problem. The territorial problem remains extremely sensitive in the public con-
sciousness of the two countries, which makes it difficult to reach a compromise. The intention of
the parties to start joint economic activity in the Southern Kuril Islands is faced with a number of
economic and legal restrictions, which reduces the interest of business in projects in these terri-
tories. Still, the expected continuation of Russian–Japanese consultations on this topic in 2020 will
confirm the interest of the parties in joint actions aimed at building confidence and expanding
cooperation in these territories.

Republic of Korea

The Republic of Korea in 2020, while maintaining the role of a loyal strategic ally of the United
States, will continue to form long-term partnerships with Beijing, taking into account China’s
economic potential and seeing China, along with the United States, as a key link in ensuring
normalization of the situation on the Korean Peninsula. The severity of the crisis in relations with
Japan is likely to be eased, but there is no reason to expect significantly deepening relations
between them.

Concerning Russia, Moon Jae-In’s administration will continue to look for opportunities to
develop constructive relations, thus hoping to diversify its foreign economic relations and gain
Moscow’s support in developing inter-Korean cooperation.

The settlement of security issues on the Korean Peninsula will be determined by interaction
between the main international actors with significant interests in the subregion, primarily the
United States and China.

The prospect of continuing the negotiation process between the DPRK and the United States in
the US election year looks very uncertain. We predicted that there was increased probability of
DPRK withdrawing from the voluntary moratorium on launches of long-range ballistic missiles
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and nuclear tests. But the real scenario is a more moderate one – continuation of the dialogue
process in a ‘sluggish’ form and conclusion of a temporary cosmetic deal between the DPRK and
the United States. This would be possible, in particular, under the condition of active mediation by
Beijing, which is not interested in another round of confrontation. China uses such means of
influence on Pyongyang as diplomacy at bilateral summits, for political support, economic and
humanitarian assistance.

India

The political situation in India will be affected by the worsening dynamics of the economy. We
predicted that the Indian National Congress and other opposition parties have a good chance of
substantially improving their positions in the upcoming interim elections to the lower house of the
Indian Parliament in 2020, as well as some state legislative assemblies and local council elections.
The ruling party (Bharatiya Janata Party, BJP) will try to shift public attention to problem areas and
friction with Pakistan and China. BJP leader N Modi will continue to actively develop the theme of
national pride and self-affirmation.

Propaganda for the protection of national industry and economy, including measures to curb
imports under the ‘Made in India’ initiative, will serve the same purpose. The government did not
accede to a multilateral free trade area involving ASEAN, East Asia, Australia and New Zealand
(RCEP) in the grounds that India needed separate benefits as part of a timetable agreed upon by all
other participants to reduce tariff barriers in mutual trade. Even more remote today is the prospect
of forming a single Asia-Pacific Free Trade Area, for the implementation of which the Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum was conceived.

The Indian cabinet’s tough and assertive national foreign policy will be presented as an active
defence of the country’s interests and prestige in regional and global politics, both in relations with
neighbours and at multilateral platforms – G20, BRICS.

Adhering to the course of multi-vector balanced diplomacy, the Indian leadership is expected to
actively support developing relations with Russia.

Editors’ conclusion

As of July 2020, it can be stated that the corona crisis has had an extremely destructive impact on
the world economy, trade and finance and Russia is no exception. Recovery will depend on
whether and how large the second pandemic wave will be. However, the readiness for it around the
world is quite high, and the standard response format is likely to be rapid localization of outbreaks
without national, especially global, lockdowns.

At the same time, it is already obvious that the corona crisis has confirmed the rootedness of the
main geopolitical and geo-economic trends, and it did not and probably will not become a driver of
the search for global compromises and agreements. The role of national States with their particular
interests in world politics, economy and trade will continue to be strengthened. Against the
backdrop of economic recovery, the structure of the national and global economy will undergo a
reformatting accelerated by the crisis. This implies the emergence of new drivers, innovative
activity, as well as the growing role of climate and environmental factors. Against this background,
trade and economic ties and production chains will be rebuilt.

On the horizon from the end of 2020 to 2025, traditional geopolitical factors will remain key. In
connection with corona crisis, the domestic protest movement has dramatically increased
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uncertainty in the outcome of the elections in the United States- and Belarus. The level of con-
frontation between the United States and China will not decrease. The EU will continue its
accelerated search for a new strategic autonomy. In this situation, Russia is likely to continue its
course of implementing an independent and maximally balanced political and economic strategy.

Note on contributors

IMEMO–The PRIMAKOV NATIONAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF WORLD ECONOMY
AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS of the RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES was estab-
lished in 1956 and is the successor to the Institute of World Economy and International Affairs,
which existed from 1925 to 1948. Soon after its establishment, the Institute gained the reputation
of an important centre of integrated fundamental and applied socio-economic, political and policy-
oriented research on the analysis of the main trends of world development; and the Institute is
unique in this way in Russia. The mission of the Institute is the elaboration of a reliable analytical
basis for political decision-making. The Institute cooperates with federal and regional government
bodies, mass media and major public and private companies. In its research, IMEMO takes an
independent and uncommitted position. Since 2015, IMEMO’s annual ‘Russia and the World’
Forecasts have been published in abridged English versions in New Perspectives, bringing the
work of the institute to a wider audience and sparking considerable and much needed debate.

The authors of the forecast are the leading experts of IMEMO on corresponding global and
regional economic, political and security matters.
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